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AWS outage cripples ACT Emergency Services Agency website as Canberra bushfire rages[3]

The outage hit as Canberra Airport was shut to commercial traffic because of the fire, with
residents around Oaks Estate warned to get out of the road of the oncoming blaze after two
fires merged and engulfed a rubbish tip.
It is still unclear why the ESA website was hit by a single point of failure, however the blaze,
known as the Beard fire, is burning close to the industrial suburb of Fyshwick which houses
several data centres.
The blaze near the airport is also within stone's throw of the the Australian Signals
Directorate's Australian Cyber Security Centre offices at the Brindabella Park office complex
that houses a clutch of other technology, consulting and miltech tenants.

The Pentagon CIO office's plan for better software [4]

In his speech, Ranks detailed several efforts underway at the DoD to increase update speed. To
start, Ranks said, the DoD CIO's office is changing policy to allow for more iterative
processes in acquisition, a departure from the current process where requirements are laid out
years before technology is delivered. To complete that goal, Ranks said the DoD needs the
enterprise capability to provide the tools necessary to create a more iterative process.

Google and Microsoft have gone too far [5]

Google and Microsoft are using dark pattern design to trick or force users to do things they
never intended. Is it time to switch to more ethical search engines? (We list 10 alternatives.)

Sonos CEO Issues Half-Baked Apology, Continues Bricking Old Speakers [6]

Sonos CEO Patrick Spence has publicly apologized for confusion around Sonos? smart
speaker plans.
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